In the foreground of Veronese's celebrated Wedding at Cana of 1563 [1], a superbly dressed cupbearer gracefully holds his baluster-stemmed cup aloft as he acknowledges Christ's miraculous production of wine [2]. This suggests that the elite took advantage of complex shapes for glasses to exhibit a seemingly effortless deportment in society, the sprezzatura so dear to Baldassare Castiglione's Courtier (1528). 1 From the mid-sixteenth century, novel designs for fine glasses supported and shaped the proper conduct expected of guests and servants in a banquet. Combining material culture, iconography and cultural history, this essay considers fine glassware as an essential tool in the 'Civilizing Process' expounded by Norbert Elias. 2 Handling a sophisticated goblet in public posed a series of challenges that made the self-discipline demanded of the nobility conspicuous. Looking at the 'social life' of particular drinking vessels complements Elias' insights on the passage from courtesy to civility in the sixteenth century. 3 Beside the conduct manuals cited by Elias, Renaissance Italian literature, depictions of meals and the glasses themselves build a fruitful avenue to explore the 'Changes in the Behaviour of the Secular Upper Classes'. 4 Highlighting the performance value of refined goblets, this article contributes to an anthropological approach to the history of design. 5 Facing the groom in the left foreground, Veronese's stout steward (scalco) perfectly fits Giambattista Rossetti's description in his contemporary treatise: 'of over average height because it makes him look much more grave and also will allow him to dominate the tables [as he surveys everything]'. 9 As supreme orchestrator of the meals, he had to stand close to the lord and be 'seen by all, without moving places, with gestures only, [so that he] will command and be understood by all'. The eloquent and well-mannered scalco must, in another prescriptive source, 'above all, make himself feared-"cum omne possibile piacevoleza" [in all possible amenity]'. 10 Logically, he would have observed the unfolding of such a miracle closely and reported it to his master. 11 Another key professional, the cupbearer, exudes the grace and elegance of Baldassare Castiglione's Cortegiano, following cook and scalco Domenico Romoli's observations. 12 With white and delicate hands and dressed in long and rich fabrics, the 'coppiere' must be of 'honourable bodily stature and extremely clean in his life and his clothing'. This affable, well-born gentleman oversaw the distribution of drinks and performed the eminent duty of checking the wine for possible poisoning ('fare la credenza'). 13 He was also a connoisseur who could, by 'reading' a glass, assess which wine would suit best his master's health-an attitude that his gesture endorses in Veronese's painting. 14 Reminding us not to take depictions at face value because of the artist's license dear to him, Veronese departed from reality with illogical spatial arrangements, fanciful sartorial accoutrements, the absence of sugar sculptures and the suggested sequence of courses. 15 However, he superbly illustrated the refined dining etiquette prevailing in Renaissance Italy and characterized by the 'individualization' of tableware with individual trenchers, knives and, as only in Italy, forks. 16 In addition, guests also have their own glass. In the late Middle Ages and in the Renaissance, vessels were shared by two or more guests. 17 Italians, however, drank, by the sixteenth century, from individual vessels, unless the host had thought otherwise. 18 Individual table tools foster fine table manners which include keeping fingers, hands and mouth clean as well as adopting poised gestures, as conduct books recommend. In turn, table manners reveal a person's civility. 19 As Elias pointed out, their codification must be credited to Medieval monastic writings from the twelfth century, notably by Hugh of Saint Victor. 20 Since measure and moderation in one's gestures reveal the interior quality of the mind, manners in the refectory mattered as well. 21 Paralleling this advice, poems circulated in courtly-aristocratic circles as mementos for the correct attitude at table, and didactic writings inculcated courtesy to children. 22 For example, Bonvesin de la Riva, a tertiary Franciscan from Milan devised 'Fifty Courtesies at Table' (1288). 23 Bonvesin's verses were reiterated three centuries later by popular writer Giulio Cesare Croce in his Cinquante cortesie overo creanze da tavola (1608). 24 Thus, Medieval precepts formed the basis of Renaissance conduct books and were still valid into the early seventeenth century.
Civilizing table manners
In their critique of Elias' theory, Sergio Bertelli and Giulia Calvi argued that Italian courts functioned in closed, internal circuit, and therefore treatises on court professions or on manners addressed only the elite. 25 The wide readership suggested by the vast number of editions of several conduct books invalidates such a restrictive interpretation of the 'Civilizing Process'. Erasmus' On Civility in Boys (1530) went through eighty editions in the 1500s, and Giovanni della Casa's Galateo (first published in Italian in 1558) reached the educated people of Europe through its Latin versions, its numerous translations, or its paraphrases. 26 French and Italian treatises did address courtly-aristocratic circles; Della Casa's original text promoted social distinction by pitting the manners of the nobility against those of women or lowly servants. But Elias has shown that its translations tended to erase social differentiation. 27 Similarly, by guest on January 22, 2013 http://jdh.oxfordjournals.org/
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Erasmus' best seller presented his precepts as general human rules rather than rules oriented towards the elite. 28 The diffusion of texts on refined conduct in the sixteenth century thus responds to a social need and points to the start of a gradual transformation in behaviour in a society that will eventually define itself as possessing the quality and status of a 'civilization'. As Elias argues, Renaissance conduct books (starting with Erasmus) offer a comprehensive outlook on bodily carriage, gestures, dress and facial expression, by including situations other than just mealtimes, as Medieval poems do. They also reveal a tendency to observe oneself and others' comportment while developing new standards of shame and repugnance in case of bad conduct. As Croce remarks '[do it this way] so that guests won't point at you' (ninth rule). While early terms for manners refer to courts (e.g. Hofzucht/courtesy/cortesia), Erasmus marks the turning point in the transition to 'civility', a world in which the 'invisible wall of affects' arose 'between one human body and another, repelling and separating [. . .] at the mere sight of many bodily functions of others'. 29 The compulsion to check one another's behaviour along with a progressive refinement of outward manners took place from the sixteenth century.
'There is more [than physical abilities] to the entire virtue and perfection of a gentleman [. . .]: at table before kings and princes, the manner of adjusting one's language towards people according to their rank and quality, their glances, their gestures and even the smallest signs or winks they might give.' 30 This excerpt from the introduction to the French translation (1562) of Galateo, illustrates the mutual scrutiny that took place among courtiers. The self-discipline expected of noblemen at table was codified by etiquette and court ceremonial. 31 Table etiquette or manners, as understood here, belong to the realm of ritual, in its generic sense of specifically timed, recurrent, actions that explicate and shape solemn events through symbols. This ensemble of controlled gestures conferred solemnity on the act of eating and drinking in company while showing consideration of others. A variety of sources tell us about the expert manipulation of glass vessels at table which sets a refinement of behaviour in motion, a 'civilizing process'. Table manners should not be studied only in their prescriptive form or as a form of hygiene in order to explain the advancement of the 'threshold of repugnance' from the seventeenth century. 32 They should be analysed as a reflection of persistent rituals linked to hierarchy, purity and conviviality. 33 These phenomena readily apply to the solemn drinking mores of the elite, with their highly codified serving and absorption of beverages.
Ritualizing the act of drinking
Ritual precedence was already articulated by Bonvesin in 1288: if you sit next to an important person, you should abstain from food and beverage while he is drinking; or if your table neighbour happens to be a bishop, you should never lift your own glass before he does, 'out of education' (twenty-eighth and twenty-ninth rules). Croce's version (1608) is 'Remember that when your lord drinks, you may not drink' (thirtieth cortesia). 34 Deference and hierarchy around drinks reigned in Renaissance European courts. 35 In Italy, the Pope's act of drinking triggered a series of rituals which asserted his supremacy. For example, diners who were not seated at his table had to kneel; an ambassador hosted at the papal table would take off his hat and stand up. 36 In 1628, even the Grand Duke of Tuscany and his brother had to uncover their heads and to stand up when the pontiff drank. 37 No one was supposed to drink before a prince, by guest on January 22, 2013 http://jdh.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from and guests had to bare their heads ('far di beretta') until he was done. As he drank, his napkin would be changed, and the scalco covered the dish placed in front of him. 38 Rituals of purity at table, already extant in antiquity, materialized during the Renaissance through the provision of immaculate linen. After each course, napkins were changed and an impeccably white tablecloth replaced the soiled one. 39 Numerous Medieval and Renaissance manners books insist on wiping one's mouth and hands before drinking in order not to soil the edge of the cup. 40 The calculated steps of servicing wine during a formal meal elevated this task to the status of a 'ceremony'. 41 The 'skilful' servants were supposed to exude grace and 'diligently stand on their guard, adroit, when they wait tables'. 42 Usually, each guest hailed a servant who, 'in an assured walk, [and] with a happy face' brought him wine in a personal cup. 43 At dinner time, servants used a torch to light up the wine cup on the way to the table, or a guest would stand up, seize a candle-holder, and keep it aloft while someone drank. 44 Visibility of the beverage was important because of the risk of poisoning but, at the same time, it turned drinking into a conspicuous act. 45 Once finished, the guest handed his cup back to the servant, who returned it to the credenza (sideboard) of wine, to be cleaned by the bottigliere. This practice, however, was different in Venice, as Veronese's Cana and other Venetian paintings show: glasses and wine jugs were kept on the table throughout the meal and refilled by the servants. 46 Paintings help visualize the cupbearers' 'reverence' and 'dexterity'. (1525) show an identical grasp of the carafe. This is also the way a waiter is supposed to present a filled-up cup.
'Never touch the upper rim of the cup with your thumb', says Bonvesin, but rather 'lift the cup from underneath and hold it with one hand only' (forty-third cortesia), while Croce's forty-first rule recommends to grasp your glass 'with dexterity so that the person to whom you are offering it may take it [easily].'
Drinking and civility
In Stefano Guazzo's 'Civil Conversation' (1574), the food is never referred to but wine is, implying that, in a formal meal, the act of drinking is conducive to demonstrating one's civility.
In thirteen quatrains out of fifty, Bonvesin had already specified good drinking manners. Prescriptions such as wiping your lips, not drinking with food in your mouth, or emptying your glass before resting it on the table remind us that cups were shared. But in sixteenth-century Italy (as many paintings testify), it was common for guests to have their own glass. Giulio Croce's versified etiquette confirms that a single glass for two was unusual and applies the same rules: swallow your food before drinking, clean your mouth.
The need for self-control while handling one's vessel is well articulated in many conduct books: you should set an empty wine cup down 'fair and still' or 'gently'/'If a guest cannot take his glass without help, offer it to him but try to do it slowly' (the eleventh courtesy in both Bonvesin and Croce). A fundamental rule is to not spill your beverage, which leads Bonvesin to advocate using both hands when drinking (twelfth cortesia). 47 But this elegant manner was modified by the fifteenth century at the latest. 48 In the Renaissance, you were supposed to 'seize your shallow bowl with three fingers as you drink', 49 a distinguished custom rejected by monastic communities that advocated the use of two hands 'in order to alienate ourselves from secular acts'. 50 Renaissance visual sources further document that whatever their shape (shallow bowls, beakers, or goblets) or the material (metal, ceramics, or glass), vessels were supposed to be held at their base and by only a few fingers of one hand, usually the right one. 51 In Botticelli's fourth episode of the Story of Nastagio degli Onesti (1483), or in Giorgio Vasari's Feast of Saint Gregory (1539) and Esther's Banquet (1548), guests in the foreground grasp their shallow wine cup with fingers cupped underneath it. 52 While such banquet bowls were typically made of silver, the common shapes for glass vessels were simple beakers. 53 In formal settings, they, too, were held from their base with a few fingers, as many images show from the fourteenth into the eighteenth centuries [4, no. 2]. 54 However, in the routine of everyday meals, the wealthy readily held their beakers by the palm, for a more convenient and secure grip. 55
Glass goblets present a trickier grasp because of their articulated shape. In Italian, 'calici' (chalices) designates all stemmed goblets whether the stem is squat or tall, interrupted by a knop (a spherical protuberance typical of chalice stems) or not, and regardless of the shapes of the bowl (funnel, hemispherical, inverted bell, shallow, etc.). In English, goblets refer to both footed and stemmed vessels. 56 The 'footed cup' type consists of a bowl joining directly on a foot with or without a merese (a ring-shaped decorative joint, not blown) and knop (hollow and blown) [4 (nos 3-4), 5, 8, 9, 10].
Veronese's goblets belong to the stemmed type, which features a cup elevated on a full or hollow stem and resting on a flat disk or a flared foot [2, 6].
As iconographic evidence confirms, servants and guests alike preferably held their goblets by the base. This fundamental, elegant, gesture marked good manners throughout Europe. They could also be held from underneath, as does the black page serving the bridegroom in Cana [1]. 57 When not held this way, goblets were typically carried and presented [5], filled up [6], or drunk firmly caught between thumb and index finger [3, 9] . Metal vessels were handled similarly, although they were heavier-and thus allowed a more stable hold-than glass. 58 This dexterous grasp was deemed elegant at least into the eighteenth century, as Gerard de Lairesse's successful manual for painters instructs. In order to determine the 'effects of education between people of condition and more common persons', one should note that a subject's character 'appears in their carriage, shape, graceful motion and pleasant colouring, as being people of education'. 59 He illustrates this principle with 'some different handlings of the same thing in persons of different conditions', holding a glass being his first example [4]. In Figure 4 , no. 5, Lairesse depicts the typical hold of a goblet: 'below the foot', 'handily and cautiously', characterizing 'the manner of a prince'. 60 Thus, footed goblets with a knop and a flared or funnel-shaped bowl resemble pre-twelfth century chalices, while stemmed goblets with a knob and a deep cup are reminiscent of later chalices. The combination in glass of a tall stem and a cup appeared in rare instances in the twelfth century but became more common in the late thirteenth century, especially in France. In late Medieval and Renaissance times, stemmed goblets with a variety of shapes for the cup were overall reserved for special occasions and belonged to the upper classes (see next section). 61 The model depicted by Veronese was probably first created in glass on the Murano island in the 1530s. 62 It was a veritable breakthrough from earlier vessels-the dominant shape in Medieval and Renaissance Europe being the beaker, whether of glass, wood, stoneware, or fired glazed clay. Even fifteenth-century luxury glasses from Venice, such as enamelled nuptial cups, tended to look like an elegant beaker elevated on a stem-when they did not adopt the shape of a broad bowl on a flared foot. 63 Historians of decorative arts call 'tazza' a vessel with a large and shallow bowl on a (usually) low foot, originally meant as a dish (averaging twenty-five centimetres in diameter) presenting sweetmeats or fruit, such as Veronese's silver 'tazze' placed on the tables of Cana [1]. 64 However, from the late sixteenth century, 'tazze' also designate wine cups made in precious metal or glass. Their broad (circa fifteen centimetres in diameter) and shallow-rimmed bowls are set on a high stem. 65 A distinctive feature of Veronese's wine cups is precisely the shape of their stem, an inverted baluster. 66 Once the tazza-on-a-baluster design was invented for glasses, it was immediately adopted by silversmiths, reversing a trend for the first time. 67 Goblets with a stem that is either hollow (blown) or full (whether plain or decorated), became the typical Renaissance glasses of the elite but they were not specifically designed for weddings, as iconography proves. 68 The appearance of this bulbous form on glass vessels may reflect contemporary debates on the antiquity of this architectural element. An invention of the late Quattrocento, balustrades appear notably in the designs of Michelangelo, Serlio and Palladio for real or fictitious buildings. 69 The long parapet behind Christ in Cana [1-2] points to the predominant type used by Palladio in the 1560s, with simple balusters, devoid of complex mouldings. In the wine glasses, the baluster is comparable but inverted instead of 'dropped'. This visual link between contemporary architecture and glass design stresses Veronese's modernity in depicting this sumptuous wedding.
Regarding a drinker's bodily command, the width of a baluster allows for a better grip than a full, thin, 'leg'. But being hollow, such a stem lightens up the weight of the glass and demands a steady hand. Veronese's cupbearer [2] rests his goblet on his fifth Non-stemmed drinking vessels generate a much-differentiated body language. Common people throughout Europe used beakers, whether of glass, wood, stoneware, or fired glazed clay, which they held in their full palm or with both hands. Men and women could even drink directly from the pitcher, as does a female servant in the foreground of Dürer's woodcut of the Birth of the Virgin (1503) or a male guest in the background of Brueghel's Peasant Wedding (1568, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna). Other stemless shapes of vessels, such as the hanaps, tankards, flagons and roemers used in Northern Europe, call for a grasp with the full hand and a backward tilt of the head in order to drink, in a position prone to gulping. As Montaigne observed, 'Germans' goal is to swallow wine rather than taste it', which is in line with Guazzo's fictitious guests stating that Germans notoriously drink like brutes, mistreating the wine, and so 'they break their own necks'. 75 This manner is clearly associated with gluttony ('gula') in Bosch's tabletop showing the Seven Deadly Sins (c. 1500, Prado Museum, Madrid).
Reinforcing the message of self-advancement promoted by etiquette books, a stemmed glass sustained the practice of self-fashioning, because it dictated a self-conscious and refined way of holding the vessel. 76 In addition, stemmed glasses slowed down a drinker's gestures and thus urged moderation (or mediocritas), not only in the physical action of drinking but also in the quantity imbibed. 'Italians love to drink leisurely' observed Richard Lassels as he connects this national style with the shape of Italian glasses. By contrast, the drinking vessels favoured by sixteenth-century Northerners offered a straightforward grasp and, coupled with their larger sizes, encouraged a repetitive and excessive absorption of alcohol. 77 The concept of mediocritas, recommended by the Ancients and revived in humanist and Christian thought, led to the virtue of 'temperance', or as Alvise Cornaro argued in his Tratatto della Vita Sobria (1558), to living a long and healthy life. 78 Moderation in eating and drinking was an essential quality of princes and an attitude expected of virtuous diners in banquets. 79 The slender and elegant goblets of Renaissance Italians (and their exports) responded to and reinforced their reputation of measurement and refinement but masked the reality of excessive consumption of alcohol that characterized tavern life. As implied earlier, the design of wine glasses also participated in the process of conversation and social interaction that alcohol favours, not to mention toasting rituals. 80
Goblets between commodity and luxury
Glass design had multifarious implications for consumers; it influenced the drinker's behaviour and revealed his social class. 81 It is probably safe to say that in Medieval and early Renaissance Europe, elevated cups (whatever their material) were reserved for the elite, but if we look at glass this image is far from homogeneous in Europe. 82 In a princely wedding in Quattrocento Italy, stemmed vessels distinguished the highest-ranked diners, while in contemporary England, they were reserved for ceremonial use. 83 However, it is difficult to delineate with precision the consumption of stemmed glasses in the 1400s and 1500s, notwithstanding the questions of dating that arise constantly for this period. 84 The best preserved glasses come from private and museum collections with little information on provenance. In archaeology, the area of Medieval and Renaissance glass was neglected for a long time. Even in recent times, excavated material may not always be properly analysed for lack of funding. 85 From the fifteenth century, the technical achievements of Murano glass masters in moving towards higher qualities of transparency (cristallo) or gem-like appearance turned fine glass into a desirable acquisition for the upper social strata. 86 The scholarship on Renaissance glass often focuses on technical innovations, on shapes and colours, dating and provenance, and on the supremacy of Venice in terms of craftsmanship, trade and luxury glass. 87 However, one should not forget that the production of most glass workshops, including those of Murano, essentially consisted of everyday objects, and above all drinking vessels, often mould-blown for efficiency and naturally tinged. 88 Archaeological records reveal that footed cups (also called pedestal goblets) and beakers that were each made out of a single parison (bubble) were the most common type of tableware from Italy to England in the fifteenth century. 89 In Venetian excavations, the most common vessel for the period 1350-1450 is the undecorated beaker. 90 This corresponds with the bigger picture of glass consumption in late Medieval Italy: the common table had one glass beaker per person, while only the wealthy used glassware of higher qualities, including beakers, goblets and bottles, or acquired fine luxury glass for display purposes. 91 In the sixteenth century, the divulging of techniques through treatises or glassmasters' emigration, the use of local raw materials, serial production and the elimination of transportation costs contributed a more widespread use of glass domestic vessels, whether luxurious or ordinary. Common goblets were a local, cheap production made of potash glass (crystal-clear costly goblets were instead made of alkali, an imported flux). They looked slightly coloured with greenish reflections, due to batches not purged of their iron impurities. Even 'the poorest also will have glass if they may' remarked an observer of the English nobility in 1587. 92 When Isabelle Palumbo-Fossati asserts that, in late sixteenth-century Venice, glass was rare in popular and mercantile households, she must mean artistic or luxury glass such as baluster goblets. 93 In Italy, the most widespread type of glass in Italy from the second half of the sixteenth century became the goblet in its many variants and prices. 94 By the end of the sixteenth-century, goblets were used by the lower classes in Italy, as archeological finds and iconography confirm. 95 For example, Carracci's rustic Bean Eater (1584-1585, Galleria Colonna, Rome) avails himself of a simple funnel-shaped goblet while his Vendor of glassware (known through seventeenth-century prints) sells elegant baluster-stemmed goblets on the streets. 96 Because of the popularity of goblets at the end of the sixteenth century, I do not see the presence of this glass in Carracci's Bean Eater as an anomaly. That such glasses became common domestic objects in the seventeenth century is evidenced in prints such as Giuseppe Mitelli's Glutton [9] and his Poor Man Eating his Meal by His Hearth. 97 Once the lower classes could acquire footed or stemmed glasses, they mimicked and assimilated the refined gestures of the upper strata such as holding a glass with a few fingers only. Artists provide visual evidence for this acculturation. For example, Carracci's Boy of 1582 [3]
and Mitelli's Glutton [9] hold a goblet by its foot between thumb and index finger. 98 These observations point to a needed revision of Elias' timeframe for the permeation of courtly models to the middle classes. According to him, this phenomenon occurred gradually during the second half of the seventeenth century but further research on drinking manners could lead to antedate this model by several decades.
Veronese's goblets belonged to the type of luxury glassware which the courtly-aristocratic circles adopted for formal table gatherings. 99 For example, the tazza held by Caravaggio's Bacchus was part of the collection of Cardinal del Monte in Rome. 100 Their unadorned surfaces make them look deceptively plain, whereas their fabrication was a complex process requiring an experienced glass master and one assistant to assemble a succession of three bubbles in a laborious fifteen-minute expert task. This contrasts sharply with a simple stemmed cup, which would take five minutes, or a beaker, which took two minutes, or less if mould-blown. Another, practical reason for this social restriction in their diffusion is the challenge that they posed to the drinker, proving them unsuited for frequent use. Lastly, they were made of the most expensive type of glass, the almost defect-free cristallo, which at the end of the fifteenth century cost a hundred times more than ordinary glass. 101 The most transparent glass, cristallo, was a significant technological feat of the mid-Quattrocento, and it quickly spread from Venice to other glass centres in Italy and Europe. 102 Although more labour-intensive, cristallo was conducive to more elaborate shapes thanks to the lower viscosity and higher fluidity of the batch. Free of foreign material, bubbles or striations (which gave a wavy appearance to the glass), Venetian cristallo glasses, with their wafer-thin walls, were superior to other precious materials because, to quote an English traveller, they were 'delicate' and incomparably 'fine'. 103 However, from 1535, the hallmarks of such deluxe glass (absolute clarity, lightness and thinness) were not limited to the output of Murano glasshouses, thanks to the migration of skilled Italian workers. 104 These 'façon de Venise' (i.e. manufactured in the Venetian style) vessels were produced elsewhere in Italy (for example, in Altare, near Genoa) and in major cities (such as Antwerp, London, or Brussels), or else in locations of princely patronage (Florence; Hall in Tyrol). 105 Beyond aesthetic implications, transparency also allowed spotting the possible presence of poison in banquets, hence the advice of the authoritative medicinal treatise Regimen Sanitatis Salernitatum to use drinking vessels made of glass. 106 In addition, Venetian glasses were thought to shatter instantly when in contact with a drop of poison, or, as a French royal physician wrote in 1540, 'some people believe that glass cannot stand venom or poison [. . .]. The natural electron detects poisons that shimmer in goblets like rainbows, ripple like flames, and split'. 107 This superstition is probably linked to the visual similarity between rock crystal (considered apotropaic) and cristallo. While the origin of the baluster-stemmed tazza is difficult to circumscribe more accurately, this article has implied that sophisticated shapes responded to a demand ('a social need', Elias would say) for demonstrating one's civilized manners in public. The self-control demanded of the drinker using elegant goblets probably stimulated the emergence of a related category, that of even more complicated vessels, called 'trick glasses'. 108 Giovanni Maggi's Bicchierografia (1604) presents 1,600 designs for elaborate glass vessels, including balusterstemmed ones. 109 In 1617, Jacopo Ligozzi, who had studied with Veronese, produced for the Grand Duke of Tuscany twenty-nine extraordinary drawings of glasses. These early modern drawings prove that artists and glass masters envisioned the challenges posed to drinkers. Complex shapes for drinking glasses were sought and destined to flabbergast and entertain the elite. 110 Ligozzi's captions help understand the motivation behind his eccentric shapes such as his triple-bowl glass [10] that looks like an outgrowth of the Renaissance tazza. The guest is supposed to drink from the large bowl without spilling the wine and water being mixed in the upper smaller bowls. The far left inscription, 'to exercise the diligence and gallantry of the cupbearer' (del coppiere per esercitare la galanteria e sua diligencia), illustrates the performative feat expected of this noble officer and the spectacle produced by ultra-sophisticated glassware. Another drawing [11] recalls Veronese's goblets, except for the narrow diameter of the disc-shaped base and for the exaggerated inflation of the baluster. Its caption specifies that 'to drink from this tazza is so hard that the person drinking from of it [. . .] will not be able to, if not with great difficulty'. 111 Outside of Italy, other trick glasses, impossible to use properly unless one decoded their structure, took the form of wager cups or dice glasses. 112 They were mostly destined for the entertainment of courtiers of Germany and the Netherlands, as far as extant examples testify. Like beer 'passglasses' (decorated with rings marking the amount of one gulp), they were passed around during professional or convivial gatherings in the late Renaissance and Baroque eras. 113 This was a logical development of the expert handling of glasses in society, pushing the challenge to its limits.
Veronese's 'passing faire picture of an exceeding breadth and length' [1] still offers a mental journey into a courtly feasting world. 114 The exquisite baluster-stemmed glasses on which I focused were first acquired by the elite for ostentation in banquets, and not only on account of their aesthetic and technological values. Perhaps more importantly, they urged controlled gestures and body posture, allowing the display of grace and sprezzatura. Glass design held an important role in the performance of the good manners expected of diners or servants, because body language around drinking vessels denoted the degree and level of your education, and revealed your social status. By the end of the sixteenth century, when simple goblets became commodities, common people found in them a table tool with which they could, if they chose to, emulate the civil conduct of upper classes.
This essay has only surveyed a small area of the idea of glasses as performative indicators of one's manners and personality. Beyond the scope of this article are gendered ways of drinking, relations between the sexes in banquets, or toasting rituals. A brief 
